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Abstract—Chisel and Verilator provide an open-source stack
for digital design. For ASIC synthesis, we have open-source tools
like OpenROAD, Yosys, and Magic. OpenROAD is a project to
deliver an end-to-end silicon compiler in open source. The aim
is to “democratize hardware design” by providing an automated
layout generation flow from a design in RTL to GDS files used
to produce silicon. Google and Efabless offer free production
of chips in a multi-project wafer if the project is available in
open source. In this paper, we report our experience in using the
open-source tool flow from Chisel to chips with two designs: a
small processor using only on-chip resources and a RISC-style
processor, called Patmos, with extra external main memory. We
have successfully taped out the Patmos processor for the multiproject waver MPW7 from Efabless.
Index Terms—open-source hardware, open-source digital design tools.

I. I NTRODUCTION

students during a special course at the Technical University of
Denmark.
Our background is in digital design and using FPGAs to
verify those designs. We have no background in backend
development of ASICs and were hoping that the tool flow
has been automated enough so we can handle the full design
flow. This paper reports on the experiences during those two
approaches.
II. O PEN -S OURCE T OOLS
For our projects, we are using open-source tools only, as
the title states: from the design in the Chisel language down
to GDS files for production. This section gives an overview of
the tools we used.
A. Chisel

Chisel is a modern hardware construction language [2], [8].
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design and verification. We can co-simulate a Chisel design
Closed-source compilers also contain the risk that they can
with a reference model written in Scala or Java, e.g., using
introduce spyware into the compiled code. We can also consider
the ChiselVerify project for verification [10], [4]. Furthermore,
synthesis tools as compilers, which compile from VDHL or
many modern IDEs, such as IntelliJ IDEA or Visual Studio
Verilog to a netlist. It is also imaginable that a malicious
Code, support Scala and, therefore, Chisel. Autocompletion,
synthesis tool introduces a backdoor, e.g., into a chip for a
exploring the source of the Chisel library, and therefore having
network switch. That issue of a possible backdoor might also
the ScalaDoc documentation available is a convenience that
be one reason why DARPA initiated the “Intelligent Design
software developers are used to but new for classic hardware
of Electronic Assets” program. Furthermore, the program
developers.
shall enable a no-human-in-the-loop translation from a design
Furthermore, we can piggyback on the available infrastrucdescribed in source code to a final physical layout.
ture to distribute open-source libraries. The Maven packet
In this paper, we explore the use of the open-source tool flow
system1 is a popular software and package management tool.
for chip design. Furthermore, we aim to tapeout two designs:
Maven Central2 is one of the largest repository hosting software
(1) the simple processor Leros [11] using only on-chip memory
1 https://maven.apache.org/
and (2) the more complex processor Patmos [12] with external
2 https://mvnrepository.com/repos/central
memory. The second design was carried out with a group of
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libraries. We can publish hardware components on Maven like
any other open-source Java library. Publishing on Maven means
that a third-party component can be integrated into the compile
flow with a single reference in the build.sbt configuration. We
consider that the distribution model of intellectual properties
(IP)s as JVM libraries from a Maven server has the potential
for a small revolution in design reuse in digital design. No
more need to manually copy sources from external servers
with the danger that the sources get out of synchronization.
Running tests on the Java virtual machine allows using
reference models of the hardware design written in Java, Scala,
and even in C (via the Java native interface) for co-simulation.
For example, in the Leros project, we implemented a reference
model as an instruction set simulator in Scala. We execute
all self-testing programs on the hardware implementation and
the software simulation. In the future, we plan to perform a
co-simulation of Leros hardware and software implementation.
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to develop new synthesis algorithms or write algorithms to
Fig. 1. An overview of OpenLane together with the Chisel tool flow.
generate coarse-grain cell libraries. However, no such synthesis
tool existed in open-source. Therefore, Clifford Wolf developed
the Yosys Open SYnthesis Suite (Yosys) as part of his Bachelor
with a C-based emulation of external devices, such as external
thesis at the Vienna University of Technology [16]. The focus
main memory. For the final tests within Caravel, we use Icarus
of Yosys is on high-level digital synthesis. Yosys uses the openVerilog.
source logic synthesis tool ABC for gate-level optimizations.
ABC [3] is an open-source tool for logic synthesis and formal D. Open-Source Tool Flows
verification of synchronous digital circuits. ABC supports as
Figure 1 shows the complete OpenLane [5] toolchain
input only structural Verilog, which means only the following used to synthesize behavioral hardware design using the
language constructs are allowed: constant values, wire and foundry Process Design Kit (PDK) resources. It includes
port declaration, static assignments, and cell instantiation. We OpenROAD [1] which is an end-to-end open-source silicon
can use Yosys to convert full-featured synthesizable Verilog to compiler providing automated layout generation flow from a
structural Verilog. Magic [7] is integrated with ABC. It supports design in RTL (Verilog) to GDS files used to produce silicon.
multiple clock domains and more complex components like
memories and DSP modules.
E. Production Services

C. Simulation

Google, together with Efabless,3 offers free production of
chips in a multi-project wafer if the project is available in
open-source. In each multi-project waver run, 42 designs are
combined on one wafer. If the design is open-source, the
production is free of charge and includes five test PCBs
with mounted chips. Currently, 130 nm is the only available
process. However, GlobalFoundries recently joined Google’s
open-source silicon initiative with a 180 nm process.

Chisel comes with its own simulator, called Treadle, which
can simulate a design in the intermediate representation of
FIRRTL. The Chisel simulation is driven by ChiselTest [6], an
extension of the Scala test framework ScalaTest. For Verilog,
two open-source simulators are available: Verilator and Icarus
Verilog.
Verilator [13], [14] is a Verilog simulator that compiles
III. T HE C ARAVEL D ESIGN F LOW
Verilog code to C++ and then to a native binary. Verilator
supports synchronous designs only. Therefore, it can deliver
Google supports the open-source chip design with the openfaster simulation than event-driven simulators. Verilator claims source PDK for the SkyWater 130 nm fab. The whole process is
to have similar or higher performance than the “Big 3” running through Efabless. Efabless provides the Caravel harness
simulators on a single thread. Icarus Verilog [15] is a simulator with a user area of about 10 mm2 . The harness contains a
for Verilog. It compiles circuits described in Verilog (IEEE- RISC-V management core connected to a Wishbone interface
1364) into an intermediate format that can then be executed. to communicate with the user design. The RISC-V core uses
Icarus Verilog is an event-driven simulator.
an external Flash memory for instructions and a serial interface
We use all three simulators in our design flow. For smaller (UART) to communicate with the external world. The Caravel
unit tests and testing the smaller processor Leros, we use
3 http://efabless.com/
Chisel test. For a full system test of Patmos, we use Verilator,

project also includes a scripted tool flow using open-source
tools and the open-source PDK.
The Caravel project also contains a simple test design
consisting of a counter to explore the tool flow. Synthesizing
and hardening the harness and the test design are fully scripted
and need no manual intervention. Furthermore, Caravel contains
pre-checks that must be completed before a tapeout. We
managed to harden the test design, perform the precheck,
register it at Efabeless, run the prechecks on the Efabless
servers, and run the tapeout on the Efabless server. Therefore,
making this test design ready for chip production. We managed
to run this full flow within just a single day. Of course, we did
submit the counter for production. However, we used this test
design as the starting point for our designs. Then we could
add small parts of the design incrementally and run the flow
till tapeout.

V. A C LASS P ROJECT

In the spring semester of 2022, we organized a special
course to explore open-source design tools and build a Patmos
chip. Twelve students signed up for this course. Most of the
them were Electrical Engineering Bachelor students in their 4th
semester. They have as background two semesters of digital
design in VHDL and Chisel.
The task has been to integrate Patmos into the given Caravel
framework. As the usable pin count is just 32 pins, we needed
to find a solution for external memory. We selected a DRAM
with an SPI interface. The students developed an SPI interface
in Chisel and a memory controller that translates between the
Patmos burst interface and the SPI commands. They tested
Patmos with this external memory in an FPGA. We finalized
the whole process within one semester and recently finished
the tapeout.
In the Patmos project with the student group, we have been
IV. T HE D ESIGNS
not careful enough to build up the design incrementally. As
twelve students worked in parallel, we had a classic integration
We developed two independent chips of different complexity:
phase at the end. Only after the integration, we run hardening.
the Leros processor and the Patmos processor. The Leros
The prechecks reported several errors. The final phase of fixing
processor is a simple state machine with datapath. The
all those errors took way longer than expected—we were
datapath contains a program counter, an accumulator, an onworking until the deadline of the MPW-6 run and missed it
chip memory, and an ALU. Leros is intended as a simple,
by a few hours. Therefore, we submitted the design for the
educational processor to serve as a medium complex example
following MPW-7 run.
in the last chapter of the textbook on digital design in Chisel [8].
Overall, the class project was a success. Seeing the option to
Leros is programmed like on bare metal: no operating system
get a real chip back from a class project was highly motivating
or standard library is available. Leros is intended as a small
for the students. They worked hard to solve all those challenges
support processor. Therefore, the memories are small enough
and overcome frustrations during development. The project
to fit on the chip. Leros uses dedicated instruction and data
is hosted on several repositories on the GitHub organization
memories, a so-called Harvard architecture. The read port of
at https://github.com/os-chip-design. The course has received
the instruction memory is connected to the instruction fetch
press coverage.4
of Leros, where the write port is connected to the RISC-V
management processor. The RISC-V processor can download
VI. L ESSONS L EARNED
a program for the Leros processor and then release the reset
We started the exploration of open-source tool flow without
of Leros. Leros has as IO devices a serial port and several prior knowledge of the ASIC backend flow. We are mainly
general purpose IO pins.
used to test our designs in FPGAs, wherein 90 % of the cases
Patmos is a 5 stage pipeline, RISC style architecture. Patmos synthesis, place and route, and bitstream generation is pressing
itself is designed to be time-predictable to be used in real-time a single play button. DARPA’s research project “Intelligent
systems. To support non-trivial programs, the compiler includes Design of Electronic Assets” claims a similar experience for
a support library (e.g., for integer division and floating point ASIC designs:
support). Furthermore, we have ported the C standard library
To overcome the design expertise gap and keep
to Patmos. The combination of those two libraries consumes
pace with the exponential increase in chip complexity,
about 1/4 MiB of memory, which is too large to be placed
the Intelligent Design of Electronic Assets (IDEA)
on-chip. Therefore, we need external memory. Patmos has
program seeks to develop a general-purpose hardware
instruction and data caches. Both caches are connected to a
compiler for no-human-in-the-loop translation of
memory controller and external shared memory. However, the
source code or schematic to physical layout (GDSII)
Caravel chip has only 32 IO pins, which are too few to connect
for SoCs, System-In-Packages (SIPs), and Printed
a parallel memory. We, therefore, use an external DRAM with
Circuit Boards (PCBs) in less than 24 hours.
an SPI interface.
The initial issues have been setting up the toolchain and
If both designs fail, e.g., we made a mistake with the
installing the correct versions of various tools. Since some
memories, we have a small backup design to see a chip work.
of those open-source projects are moving quite fast, their
We added a small state machine to the design. That state
dependencies also change. However, the documentation lacks
machine writes “Hello World!” in Morse code on one pin. So
the absolute minimum is an LED that sends text in Morse
4 https://www.compute.dtu.dk/english/news/nyhed?id=
code.
ed010284-154f-43a3-a352-6dce97eaf72c

behind. We had to ask in busy Slack channels and got friendly,
detailed help.
For tiny designs, like the counter example from Caravel,
the flow already works surprisingly well. We can generate
GDS files from the Verilog code in less than an hour. We
can perform precheck and tapeout in less than an afternoon.
However, with the medium complex design of a processor
with on-chip memories, there was some manual manipulation
necessary. In this process, we needed to dig deep into the
configuration files and the error logs.
Furthermore, we were surprised by the time and memory
necessary to synthesize medium-sized designs. The Patmos
processor synthesizes for an FPGA in the range of minutes, but
for Verilog to GDL, it was more in the range of several hours.
In future work, we need to learn how to partition a design for
hardening individual components. This might be trickier with
a Chisel-based design, as it spills out a single Verilog file.
In the greater Copenhagen area, we have several chip design
companies and high demand for chip design and verification
engineers. In the last years, we did not deliver enough engineers
and the companies have been forced to hire engineers from
Europe and further away. Using open-source tools and a free
chip service from Google enables a new dimension in teaching
ASIC design. With our course, we saw very motivated students
probably specializing in chip design and becoming future
engineers for Denmark’s booming chip design industry.
VII. C ONCLUSION
Recent advances in open-source synthesis tools enable a full
open-source flow for digital designs from the description in a
hardware language down to the GDS files for chip production.
Google offers free chips on the 130 nm SkyWater fab for
an open-source project. We have explored that flow with two
different designs: the tiny sequential processor Leros and the
time-predictable RISC processor Patmos. The RISC processor
and the adaption for the Caravel project was a one-semester
class project at the Technical University of Denmark. We
managed to successfully tapeout the Patmos processor.
Source Access
Both projects are open-source and available on GitHub:
https://github.com/leros-dev/leros-chip and https://github.com/
os-chip-design/patmos-chip are the Caravel projects. The
Chisel source of the projects are at: https://github.com/
leros-dev/leros and https://github.com/t-crest/patmos.
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